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About The Guide 
What it is: 

This report is produced for each and every UFC Fight Night and Pay-Per-View, as informational 
and advisory material for the betting public. In this guide is analysis, statistics, picks and wagering 
strategies for each of  the fights you see pictured on the next page. Each bout analysis features 
everything from storylines going into the fight, recent results, previous fights and fighter history, 
breakdowns of  each fighters’ style and much more. The guide also features picks for plenty of  
fights on each card, outside of  the ones extensively reported on within the guide. 

How to use it: 

However you want to. While we make unit recommendations for our wagers, you are not 
necessarily meant to take every single bet we recommend at the recommended amount. The unit 
amounts presented in the report are recommendations based on confidence level in the pick. It is 
each gambler’s own responsibility to play responsibly and know his or her own limits. 

Types of  Picks: 

High Confidence Pick: This is our most successful play this year, at just under 70% so far in 2020. 
Most of  the fights which we choose to write about will feature a High Confidence Pick, but not 
always. Each card we pick will feature at least one, but usually not more than three High 
Confidence Picks. This pick is exactly what it sounds like, we are very confident in it. 

Confident Pick: This is our second-most successful play (by percentage) this year, cashing at just 
under 68% so far in 2020. The Confident Pick is usually a side or result that accompanies a High 
Confidence Play based on the distance of  the fight. Other times, it’s the most confident play we 
have for a fight we don’t feel comfortable assigning a High Confidence pick to. We recommend 
hedging Confident Picks, but feel free to feel confident in them. Think of  these picks as our way 
of  saying “we’re about 75% sure that this is going to happen.” 

Value Play: The value play is not an overwhelmingly successful play by percentage, but it is 
extremely profitable. The reason this pick doesn’t hit at a high percentage is because it isn’t 
meant to. These are picks “to keep an eye on,” because they present a lot of  value and we think 
they have a legitimate chance. This pick is NOT meant for heavy units, unless you’re feeling very 
lucky and have some room to work. 

Hedge Play: This is a minimum unit bet meant to hedge your risk against the unexpected. If  
you’ve watched mixed martial arts for as long as we have, you know that crazy and unanticipated 
results happen all the time. The hedge play is a recommendation made so that, if  that situation 
occurs, your account lives to recover on the next fight. 

*All odds featured in this report via William Hill at time of  writing 
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Bantamweight Bout 

Our first fight of  the night is an intriguing matchup of  bantamweight prospects. Kevin Natividad 
is 9-1 and is making his octagon debut on the back of  a 5-fight win streak in the LFA 
Bantamweight division, three of  which have come by knockout. He was slated to fight Brian 
Kelleher at featherweight as a replacement for Ricky Simon on the Overeem vs. Sakai card in 
September, but the fight was called off  last-minute. Miles Johns is 10-1 after starting 10-0 and is a 
former LFA Bantamweight Interim Champion and earned his UFC contract on the Contender 
Series. He made his UFC debut just over a year ago and won by split decision over Cole Smith. 
He was knocked out by Mario Bautista in his next fight and is looking to get back on track. On 
his feet, Natividad has good footwork and great head movement. He has a great understanding 
of  positioning in the octagon and constantly controls the center. He’s patient and looks for 
chances to trade shots inside. He doesn’t defend low kicks well, and most of  his opponents have 
attacked his lead leg, because of  his wide stance. He has an excellent right roundhouse which he 
times very well, and usually follows it with a left and a right hook. He’s billed as a brawler, but 
he’s a pretty good wrestler and has the ability to do damage in the clinch, especially against the 
fence. He’s a BJJ brown belt, but has only one submission victory in professional MMA, the first 
fight of  his career was a win by rear naked choke. He’s also extremely difficult to keep on the 
ground. Miles Johns is an excellent wrestler and is very strong for this division, and he’ll be 
looking to take this to the canvas. He has technical single and double leg takedowns, and can 
press opponents into the cage with underhooks in and control the action. He doesn’t get a lot of  
striking done in his grappling exchanges, but he controls the fight for extended periods of  time 
and he can swing on his feet. He has mean hooks with both hands, more so his right, and swings 
for the fences with every punch. He has a stiff  jab and follows it up well. Johns’ striking serves his 
grappling. He has knockout power but has only finished two fights in his career by knockout. 
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Nativida likes to fight at close range, which could set up Johns’ hooks. Johns’ wild swinging has 
left him open to counter strikes as well, but he is generally pretty sound. He holds a high guard 
and moves his head well.  Johns doesn’t fight at a very high pace, but his wrestling sometimes 
costs him a lot of  energy going into the third round. Natividad fights at a much higher pace, and 
has a bit more power and variety to his strikes than Johns. The only place Johns may have the 
advantage is in his grappling, but Natividad is tough to take down and even tougher to keep 
down. This fight will likely stay standing, and Natividad is going to have the striking advantage. 
The reason we’re highlighting such an early fight on the card: there’s value on this underdog. We 
love Natividad on the Moneyline at +150,  and Natividad by KO/TKO has a lot of  juice at 
+500.  

Confident Play: 
Natividad Moneyline +150 

2.0u/3.0u 

Value Play: 
Natividad by KO/TKO +500 

0.5u/2.5u 
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Heavyweight Bout 

Greg Hardy makes his return following his bounce-back unanimous decision win over Yorgan De 
Castro, leaving Hardy now 3-2- with one “no contest” in the UFC, with two first-round 
knockouts. Hardy has five finishes in his career, all first round knockouts. Maurive Greene is also 
coming back off  of  a bounce-back win, his by modified Ezekiel choke in the third round against 
Gian Villante on the Poirier vs. Hooker card this past June. That win was Greene’s first 
submission win in the UFC, and the fifth of  his professional career. He also has two knockouts on 
his record, is 9-4 as a professional and 3-2 in the UFC octagon. Greene is an intelligent Thai 
boxer who throws as many kicks as he does punches. He keeps his distance with front kicks to the 
body and low kicks. He follows them with jabs and hooks but he isn’t an extremely accurate 
striker. The other concerning thing about his counter striking is that he doesn’t keep his off  hand 
up, and is slow to recover his guard. Greene doesn’t usually look to get fights to the ground, but 
he is dangerous from his back. He is an intelligent grappler, though not highly skilled as a BJJ 
blue belt. In the first two rounds of  his most recent fight, Greene looked as good as he ever has. 
His conditioning looked great into the third round, his striking was fluid, he was patient and he 
utilized his reach. What we really wanted to see out of  him in that fight however, was an ability to 
keep his hands up when he throws counters. He got away with it until the third round against 
Villante, thanks to his 8-inch reach advantage, but he eventually got tagged and almost finished. 
His reach is equal to that of  Greg Hardy, and Hardy can throw bombs. Hardy’s a patient striker 
who waits for his opportunities to throw punches in bunches. He also throws some great high 
kicks, as well as kicks to the legs and midsection. He doesn’t check outside leg kicks well, which 
may be Greene’s key to keeping distance in this one. In either case, Hardy has a stiff  jab and 
follows with solid hooks. He’s a freak athlete and is tough to land clean shots against. In his last 
fight, he showed a patience and maturity as a fighter that we hadn’t seen before. He was 
methodical in his striking and dismantled Yorgan de Castro in the 2nd and 3rd rounds. It’s tough 
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to tell if  Hardy really has the ability to swing with the better strikers in this division. Though he 
clearly beat de Castro, Yorgan completely stopped throwing in the 2nd round and Hardy won the 
fight purely on output. Prior to that, it was de Castro’s fight. Against Alexander Volkov, Hardy 
was getting beat but still had his moments, until he broke his wrist blocking a high kick and 
couldn’t throw his right hand for the remainder of  the fight. Hardy is clearly making an effort not 
to chase knockouts at this point in his career, each of  his last three fights have gone the distance. 
The other reason he hasn’t found knockouts recently is this: he doesn’t throw counters. His 
standing defense is entirely reliant on him moving out of  the way of  his opponents strikes, leaving 
him off  balance and not in a position to return fire. This tendency of  Hardy’s effectively nullifies 
Greene’s biggest weakness, his low hands. Another advantage Greene has that people may be 
overlooking is that he checks leg kicks very well. If  he’s able to check a few early, he’ll be able to 
keep Hardy off  of  him the way de Castro did early. Hardy is an extremely overpriced favorite at 
-300, but we don’t have enough confidence in Greene to assign him anything more than a flier. 
We do think Greene has the ability to extend the fight, and Hardy has been making a concerted 
effort to be patient in his recent fights. We love the over at -110. The Greene Moneyline +250, 
Hardy by decision +350 and Green by submission at +1000 could each be worth a look as low 
unit value plays. 

High Confidence Pick: 
Over 1.5 Rounds -110 

5.5u/5.0u 

*Value Plays 
Hardy by Decision +350 

Greene by submission +1000 
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Middleweight Bout 

The middleweight division will be on display in Saturday’s main card, this bout the second of  
three in this division, between the prelims and main card. Kevin Holland is on a three-fight win 
streak following his split decision win over Darren Stewart just six weeks ago. He is now 5-1 in 
the octagon and 19-5 as a professional with 16 finishes, five of  them being submissions. Charlie 
Ontiveros will be replacing Makhmud Muradov in this fight. A Fury fighter with some LFA 
action on his resume, Ontiveros is 11-6 as a professional and is 3-2 in his last five. Seven of  
Ontiveros’ eleven wins have come inside the distance, however one was due to an illegal strike by 
an opponent. Holland will have a five-inch reach advantage, and will likely look to keep his 
distance and pop in and out of  striking range. Holland is an intelligent striker, who manages 
distance well, and can control fights in the clinch when his opponents close distance. He has an 
awesome variety of  strikes and combinations on his disposal. He has great kicks to all three levels 
and checks and blocks opponents’ kicks well. Our lone criticism of  Holland’s game is that he 
could stand to throw more strikes. There are a lot of  times he has let fights with lesser-skilled 
opponents get too close because of  his lack of  output. His opponent in this one, Charlie 
Ontiveros will be looking to close the distance and land his signature right hook. He’s a patient 
counter-striker but he usually goes for broke somewhere in the first or second round of  almost all 
of  his fights. He tends to leave his chin exposed, and has been knocked out within the first two 
rounds of  all of  his career losses. Holland clearly has the skill and acumen to finish this fight. 
Ontiveros will likely press early, looking to make an impression in his UFC debut. It’s more than 
likely he gets caught with a counter hook and Holland wins the fight by TKO, but Ontiveros 
could pull off  a stunning early win here. In fewer words, bet the under.  

Confident Pick 
Under 1.5 rounds -165 
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Featherweight Bout  

Bryce “Thug Nasty” Mitchell remains undefeated as a professional and will be making a much-
anticipated return to the octagon following his unanimous decision victory over Charles Rosa in 
May. Mitchell is 13-0 as a professional with nine finishes, all submissions. He’s 3-0 in the UFC 
and will have a challenge to face in Andre Fili. Fili is a UFC veteran of  seven years and fifteen 
fights. He’s 21-7 with seven careers finishes, five of  them knockouts. Five of  Fili’s last six victories 
have come by decision. Bryce Mitchell is a grappler by trade, with excellent wrestling skills. He 
has very strong single leg and high crotch takedowns and usually looks to score a takedown early 
in the first round and start looking for chokes. He’s a jiu jitsu black belt with a great 
understanding of  positioning and a wide variety of  dangerous submissions in his arsenal.  He 
finished only the second twister hold in UFC history two fights ago against Matt Sayles, and 
almost got the third one in his next fight against Charles Rosa. He’s constantly looking for chokes, 
armbars and leg locks on the ground, but uses his ground striking to set up his transitions. He 
uses leg hooks to control fights on the ground for long periods of  time and can gas his opponents 
out if  they’re able to survive into the later rounds without getting caught. On his feet, Mitchell is 
a pretty defensively sound kick boxer. He is mostly just looking to stay on the outside until he can 
find an opportunity to shoot in, but he has decent striking ability. He has pretty good hooks, and 
throws a lot of  high kicks and kicks to the body. He can do damage with knees in the clinch. 
There isn’t too much to say about Mitchell’s stand up striking, because most of  his fights are on 
the ground for most of  the time. Andre Fili isa long and quick kickboxer with pretty good power. 
He’s a forward-moving fighter with a stiff  jab and great hooks. He has a variety of  kicks in his 
arsenal and throws them both up high and to the body. He has a great lead hook and is at no 
shortage of  tools to keep opponents guessing while standing. Defensively, his head doesn’t usually 
move off  the center line, which is concerning. Fili tends to rely on his footwork to help him evade 
strikes. It’s not like Mitchell throws bombs, but all he needs is to land one jab to get in for the 
takedown. There’s no question that if  this fight stays standing, Fili is going to have the advantage. 
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The big question is whether he’ll be able to stuff  Mitchells shots and keep the fight where he 
wants it. Fili hase shown an ability to wrestle, but he isn’t nearly on the same level as Thug Nasty. 
Fili’s tendency to press is going to move him forward right into Mitchell’s takedowns, and he’s 
going to spend a lot of  the fight on his back. We love Mitchell on the Moneyline at -135. Fili has 
been tapped a few times in his career, and this is definitely a grappling mismatch, so Mitchell by 
submission is a value play we really like at +270. 

High Confidence Pick: 
Mitchell Moneyline -135 

6.75u/5.0u 

Value Play: 
Mitchell by submission +270 

1.5u/4.0u 
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Middleweight Bout 

Anderson Silva is a legend of  the sport and of  the middleweight division, and it’s remarkable that 
he’s still fighting at all, let alone at the level he’s still competing at. His last five opponents have 
been a real “who’s who” in the middleweight division, though his only win of  the last seven years 
was his 2017 unanimous decision victory over Derek Brunson. He lost twice in 2018, once to 
now-champion Israel Adesanya, the other to now-#2 contender Jared Cannonier. Uriah Hall is 
riding a two-fight win streak, winning three of  his last four over quality opponents, losing only to 
Paulo Costa. This clash of  styles will make for some fireworks. Silva has 23 career finishes, and 
Hall’s last fight against Antonio Carlos Junior was his first fight since 2015 to go the distance, and 
only the second since 2015 to make it past the midway point of  the 2nd round. Silva is a 
notorious counter-striker who waits for his opponents to make mistakes. He has the ability to lead 
the action and is comfortable doing so, but he’s more successful when he can take his time and 
return fire. He has an excellent sense of  pressure and only chases at the right times. He’s 
dangerous with all eight limbs and, at 45 years old, is one of  the most experienced and intelligent 
kick boxers in mixed martial arts. The facets of  the sport where Silva has most shown his age 
recently are in his striking speed and clinch striking. Formerly a dominant clinch artist, Silva has 
been controlled and borderline dominated in these positions in recent years. His head movement 
and footwork are still there, and so is his power, largely. However his jab has lost some zip as have 
his hooks and kicks. As much as we want to take his victory over Derek Brunson as a sign that 
Silva can still compete at the top of  this division, Brunson very much lost that fight with inactivity 
more than Silva won it with strikes. One positive we can take from that one, however, is that 
Silva’s conditioning is still solid. Though he looked to be a bit slower in his fight against Brunson, 
he looked much more like his former self  in the following three-round battle with Adesanya. 
There aren’t really any rounds in that fight you can score for Silva, but he certainly had his 
moments and tagged Izzy a few more times than most of  his opponents are able to. His jab was 
sharp, he worked his hooks along the fence and was able to press the action for a lot of  the fight. 
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His most recent fight inspired much less confidence. He wasn’t able to land very many shots on 
Jared Cannonier, and the fight was finished when Cannonier injured Silva with a leg kick. The 
leg had been previously injured, and hopefully it has since fully recovered. Silva doesn’t really 
check a lot of  leg kicks, and they’ve always been one of  the weaker parts of  his game, but he 
won’t have to worry about them against Uriah Hall, who really doesn’t utilize them. Hall’s 
striking speed is still clean at 36 years old. He’s a disciplined striker with great pop on his jab. 
He’s is always looking to keep his distance, and he does so with that jab and with stiff  front kicks 
to the midsection. He has powerful counter straights, and throws excellent combinations with 
great timing. He has solid boxing fundamentals, but really only throws strikes straight on the line. 
He fights at a pretty decent pace and tends to get better as the fight goes on. In order to be 
successful in this fight, Hall needs to feint with his jab to keep Silva’s timing off  on his counters. 
Hall mixed it up very well against Carlos Junior, but Carlos Junior never moved his head off  the 
line and ate almost every jab Hall threw. If  Anderson Silva can put together the kinds of  
exchanges and the kind of  performance that he did against Adesanya, he has a serious chance to 
upset Hall in this main event. He’s certainly worth a flier at +185. The bet we like here is the 
over at 3.5 rounds -150. With the exception of  two separate leg injuries, Silva hasn’t been 
knocked out since 2013, and we think his plan in this five-round main event will be to start out 
patient as he always does, measure out Hall’s reactions and get busier as the fight goes on. Hall 
will likely also look for a smooth start, both fighters are naturally counter strikers. If  this fight 
were to go to the ground, Silva would likely have the advantage, but we don’t think it’ll get there. 
This fight will be all stand-up, but there won’t be very many strikes thrown in the first few rounds. 
Hall is always a one-shot knockout threat, but not against Anderson Silva. His chin’s too strong 
and he’s too intelligent to expose himself  in this matchup. A lot of  it will come down to how Silva 
has healed from this injury, but we’re fairly confident this one will go the distance. 

Confident Pick: 
Over 3.5 -150 

5.0u/3.33u 

Value Play 
Silva Moneyline +190 

1.0u/1.9u  
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Legal Disclaimer 

When you purchase this report, you agree that you have read and understand the details of  the 
disclaimer, agree to the disclaimer, and release SCOTO Bets email/website/social media of  any 
and all liability/responsibility for any actions or in-actions. 

You must be at least 21 years old to purchase this report. SCOTO Bets is not liable for any direct, 
indirect, or incidental, consequential, or punitive damages arising from using the advice available 
in this report or its content. 

All advice and consultations are intended to offer an insight into Mixed Martial Arts events and 
meant for entertainment purpose only. This advice does not in any way constitute legal, financial, 
or professional advice. SCOTO Bets will not be liable for any loss resulting from negligence on 
our/your behalf, or for fraudulent misrepresentation. You understand that the use of  this report 
is merely for referencing and entertainment purposes and is not intended to be regarded as 
professional judgment or advice. 

Since references to the future and outcomes are based on potentials, possibilities, and 
probabilities at the time of  the writing based on information available and due to interpretation 
of  past results, you understand that there is no guarantee on the accuracy rate of  a prediction, or 
consultation and it is not fortune-telling, nor does this report or SCOTO Bets imply or infer such. 

Furthermore, SCOTO Bets does not represent that: 
The services will meet your requirements 
The services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure or error free 
Any results obtained from using the services will be accurate, complete or current 

SCOTO Bets or anyone involved with the provision of  these services shall not be liable for any 
damages arising from the inability to use the services or from errors caused by negligence or 
otherwise. We are not liable for delays in providing information or carrying out our obligations 
due to factors beyond our control. When you purchase this report, you agree that you are using 
the service at your own discretion. 

SPORTS GAMBLING OUTSIDE OF STATE AND FEDERAL APPROVED AND 
SANCTIONED VENDORS AND REGULATIONS IS ILLEGAL 
PURCHASE AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION ALL SALES ARE FULL AND FINAL , NO 
REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. 

If  you or someone you know has a gambling problem, call 1-800-GAMBLER 
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